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A general method to analyze X:VR slo\i motional lineshapes is extstded to I = 1 nuclei nnd illustrated on %I X:\IR line- 

shapes of a clathmte hydrate of tetrahydrofuran (THF--dg). It is shoan that “ring puckering” could be the dominant mode 
of motion for the en&thmted THF--ds molecule. whereas several other models are inconsistent with experiment 

The development of techniques for obtaining high 
resolution NMR spectra of magnetically diluted spins 
in crystrtlline and related types of ssmples [I] stimu- 
lated a considerable number of studies on static probe 
nuclei. focusing mainly on informrttion of 3 structur31 
nature [2] _ The dynamical aspects, in particular the 
study of slow motions occurring 011 time s&es de- 
fined by the v3rious magnetic internctions, have also 
been considered in sever31 curses, usu3lly by using the 
technique of broad line proton NRlR [3,4] _ However, 
lineshape analyses of isolated nucle3r spins h3ve only 
been performed in a few speciz cases%_ 

We h3ve recently developed [6] 3 gener31 method 
to snalyze slow motion31 lineshspes of I = I/1 nuclei, 
where the main anisotropic term in the hamiltonian 
is due to the secular part of dn asymmetric chemical 
shift tensor_ That work genemlized the slow motion31 
ESR analysis of Freed et al. [7] to generate lineshapes 
for “very anisotropic” reorientation [S] , i.e. rehrtive- 
ly more rapid rotation about 3 particulrtr axis in J 
rigid molecule or 3 particular axis (or axes) of intern31 
rotation in 3 non-rigid molecule which is, in general, 
trlted relative to the principal magnetic ;Lyes_ The vari- 
ous motions m3y be treated by brownian and/or by 
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I Pines et aI_ [51 studied modulation of the t3C chemial 

shift tensor in hexsmethylbenzene by jumps about the sb- 
fold symmetry axis. 

jump diffusion and include a variety of possible com- 
binations of models [6] _ In the present note we ex- 
tend this lineshape analysis to the case of Z = 1 nuclei, 
where the m3in anisotropic term in the hamiltonian 
is the secular p3rt of an asymmetric quadrupole in- 
teraction_ This work may also be considered 3s 3 gen- 
eralization of the earlier trestment by Freed et 31. [9] 
of slow-tumbling triplet ESR spectra, which they 
point out is equivalent to the I = I NhlR case with 
a quadrupole tensor (except in the present case non- 
secular terms are negligible) [ lOI_ 

These methods of spectral analysis provide, we be- 
lieve, an indispensible tool for the study of such phe- 
nomena .rs: niolecul3r reorientation in low-tempera- 
ture unicorial and biaxial smectic liquid crystals [ 1 l- 
IS], chain reptation and kink diffusion in polymers 
[3,4] , dynamic chnracteristics of particular function- 
aI side groups in biologic31 macromolecules [ 141, 
anisotropic reorientation of guest molecules in or- 
ganic clrtthrates [ 153 and the relrttionship between 
the dynrtmic behavior of the guest and its selective 
reactivity with the host [ 161 , various problems re- 
lated to the dynamic state of moIecules in colloid and 
lnterf3ce science [ 171, etc_ 

By using the formal equivalence between the qua- 
drupole inter3ction in NRlR for I= 1 and the ESR 
S = 1 zero field splitting [9] it follows from a compa- 
rison of refs. [6,7,9] that the results of ref. [6] may 
be used for Z = 1 nuclei, provided the definitions used 
for Z = l/2 nuclei: 
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3re replaced by To = FD and T2 = +($)t”E? corre- 
sponding to the two 3lIowed transitions for I = 1 (or 
S = I)_ (Here usrx, o_,,~) o__ are tile principzd compo- 
nents of the shielding tensor with D = $ D, and E = 
‘,(Q, - D,), with D_,. D_,. 3nd D_ denoting the prin- 
cipal components of the quadrupoie tensor- (In usual 
notation 2 D = e’qQ_) 

In this tlnaIysis, t!le reorientAon of the entire 
moIecuIe is represented by the diffusive eigenv.dues 
;6,IS] I 

B, [R,L(L •t- I) + (Re - R,)K'] , 
where Ril and R, 3re the pamlIe (refatively t&t) 3nd 
perpendicular components of the rot3tion31 diffusion 
tensor. while B, is the “model pttrameter” ranging 
from BL = I for brownian motion to Br. = [L(L+I)] -I 
for L > 0 for strong jump diffusion_ The eigenvsiues 
for intern;li rotational diffusion 3re: R,K?/( 1 + 
R,r,K’), where RI is the diffusion coefficient for 
the intern31 rotation and - 1 1 is the me3n time beween 
diffusion jumps (R,T~ is then proportion31 to the she 
of a mean diffusive step)_ 

To iIIustr3te the USC of the method, we considered 
recently published experimental ?H spectra of the 
structure II clsthrate hydrate of perdeutewed tetm- 
hydrofuran (THF-ds) 3s 3 function of temperature 
[ 15 I_ T!~ese lineshapes were interpreted (without the 
aid of any sinxdation) in termS of tile onset of mo- 
tion at about 20 K. assuming rapid “very anisotropic” 
reorientation about the preferred diffusion axis; how- 
ever_ the qwlitrttive features of the spectra could on- 
Iy be understood assuming 3 rcI3tiveIy wide sttltic 
distribution of diffusion 3xes. implying a distribu- 
tion in age configurations of the clatbrate structure- 
In general, the assumption of ;t broad distribution 
of reorientational correfation times 1x1s often been 
used in previous studies on cktthrate structures (see 
ref_ [ I.51 and references cited therein) to interpret 
rL5uIts of physical measurements on guest moIecuIes_ 

We wish to suggest dn alternative interpretltion: 
the guest molecule reorients 3bout 3 unique axis, de- 
termined by the molecular symmetry md by tile sym- 
metry of 3 well-defined c3ge configuration; however, 
instead of 3ssunling that the motion 3bout the diffu- 
sion zis 113s att3ined the limit of fast ‘*very nniso- 

tropic” reorientation (ia. rapid motion about the 
main diffusion axis and very slow reorientation per- 
pendicular to it) we allow for both of these dynamic 
rates to assume arbitrary vaIues_ 

AItIlough tile structure of the structure II clath- 
r&e hydrate of THF has been solved by X-rays [ 19 1, 
no direct information regarding the configuration of 
ttle guest THF nloIecuIe couid be obtained since the 
o.xygen atom just gave rise to 3 diffuse electron den- 
sity, which 113s been related to dynamic disorder rath- 
er than to a static distribution of orientations_ By 
rui3Iogy with other derivlttives of cycIopentane [20], 
it ~3s stssumed [ 19,201 that THF assumes 3 C, half- 
ch3ir configuration, r&her than 3 C, envelope con- 
figuration. 

To genemte 3 series of dynamic ‘H MIR Iine- 
shapes, one 11.1s to specify the orientation of the main 
diffusion axis relative to tlte local frame of the deu- 
teron quadrupole tensor_ Should the molecule con- 
t&in more than one deuteriurn atom, the over311 spec- 
trum wiI1 be given by the superimposed spectra of 
the various deuterons in the moiecule. The lineshapes 
~11 differ from site to site, according to the relative 
orientation 0 of the nlain diffusion axis and the vari- 
ous C-D bonds N hich lie 3Iong the principa1 axis of 
the axi3IIy symmetric qu3drupoIe tensor [3 I] ; from 
rigid iimit simulations the quadrupoie tensor in THF- 
& WIS found to be x&dIy symmetric with :D sz 
178 kHz. Thus, in order to simulde theoreti&Iy the 
overall ‘Ii NhlR Iineshnpe, one has to assume B par- 
ticular molecular conformation so 3s to be able to 
associ;lte particular angles 0 with the various deu- 
terons_ As nlentioned above, our method is general 
in imposing no restrictions on the orientation of the 
nlain diffusion antis; it wiii be shown shortly that tile 
lineshapes 3re very sensitive to this orientation which, 
for an axially symmetric qu3drupoIe tensor is defined 
by one angle 0. Thus. although the spectr31 resoIution 
nlight be lowered by h3vingdifferent angles0 for the 
wious deuterons (i-e_ sever31 superimposed Iineshapes), 
our method enabies one to differentiate between vari- 
ous possible conformations. This unique feature, i.e. 
the possibiIity of determining molecular geometry 
from Iinesllape analysis is of considerable importance 
in the ex3mpIe considered here, since, 3s we h3ve rtl- 
re3dy noted, X-my studies in the THF-cl8 hydrate in- 
clusion conlpound could not provide information re- 
garding the moIecuIar geometry of the guest molecule. 
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We refer now to the THF-cZ8 molectde which is a 
five membered ring_ By analogy with other cyclo- 
pentane derivatives THF-d8 is expected to assume 
either a C2 half-chair conformation or a C, envelope 
conformation: Mak and blchluilan [ 191 assume a C, 
conformation although the difference in energy be- 
tween these two is expected to be relatively small 
[20] . On this basis the following models shall be con- 
sidered: 

(a) An approximately pianar conformation and 
-‘very anisotropic” reorientation about one of the 
symmetry axes x’y’z’ of the quasi-planar molecule 
defined so that x’ lies within the molecular plane pass- 
ing through the oxygen atom,y’ is perpendicular to 
_Y’ within the same plane and z’ is perpendicular to 
both. 

khz 

kHz 

(b) Either a C2 or a C, stable conformation and 
very anisotropic motion about an arbitmry axis_ 

(c) X C2 or C, conformation at low temperatures 
and the onset of “ring puckering” upon increasing 
the temperature. 

(a) We assume that the THF-d8 molecule is ap- 
proximately planar and the diffusion axis z”’ lies 
along z’; in this case all C-D bonds make an angIe 
0 = 35”44’ with t”‘, assuming that DCD is a perfect 
tetrahedral angle. The only free parameters are now 
RN, the motional mte along z”’ and RI the rate per- 
pendicular to z”‘. We illustrate in fig_ 1 a 3 series of 
theoretical lineshapes for RI = 1.0 X lo3 s-r and 
R, varying from IO3 at low temperatures to lo8 at 
high temperatures (further increase in R, dqes not 
affect the spectra)_ The fit between these lineshapes 

Fig. 1 _ ’ H NUR lineshapes for a quadrupole tensor u ith 
$D = 178 kHz, E = 0; the intrinsic line\\ldth Tc’ = 3-4 kFiz; 
L = 22 for slolrer rates and I. = 8 for faster rates were used 
in the calculation; (a-1 6 = 3qa44’. R1 = 1.0 X IO3 s-t and 
RB as denoted;(b) 0 = 34”44’. RI = 1.0 X IO* S-I and R, 

as denoted; (c) 0 = 55”. RL = 1.0 X IO3 s-t and R, as de- 
noted_ 
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and the experimental spectra (cf. fig. 2b) is poor, the 
nlr,in feature present in the sirmdated spectra and 
absent in the higher temperature rsperimentai pat- 
terns is the doublet splitting persisting up to the limit 
of fast ‘“very snisotropic” motion about x8”_ We then 
increxxxI R, from its value of IO3 s-1, which is zc- 
turtIIy ctose to the rigid Emit vduc for R,_ The effect 
of increasing R, on the R, = IA X IOs s-t spectrum 

. 4 
lOOkHr * 

is illustrated in fig_ I b and it can be easily seen that 
RL has to be increased to 6.0 X IO4 s-l to wash out 

the doublet splitting but nt this value of R, the Iine- 
width is about 30% too narrow as compared to the 
experimental spectrum in fig_ 2b_ We could not im- 
prove the o&era11 fit by furtfter variations in R, and 
R,_ (Related arguments easily show that overa!I iso- 
tropic motion is inconsistent with experiment 3s 
atready pointed out ref. [IS] _j 

For z”’ =_K’, two angles 0 = SO” and 0 = 26O must 
be considered, since relative to this position of the 
diffusion asis the two pairs of CD bonds ortho dnd 
meta to the oxygen atom assume different orienta- 
tions_ _Again, we followed the procedure described 
for 0 = %o-l& and found both for 0 = SO” and for 
0 = 36O that by the time the doublet splitting ~.mish- 
es upon increasing R,, the line becomes too narrow. 

Finally, 2”’ =r’, two values 0 = S@ and 0 = 56.5” 
must be considered and for these orientations the 
ateraging process is especiaiIy efficient since both 
values sre very close to the magic a&e of 55*44’. 
Fig_ I c * illustrates ;t series of lineshnpes obtained for 
0 = 55”. R, = 1.0 X IO3 s-t ztnd R, ranging from 
103 to 10s s-t_ 

The doubIet spfittkg vanishes for R, in the neigh- 
borhood of 5 X 105 s-1 _ iSe hale not tried to simu- 
kte the higher temperature broxd structureless lines 
by varying RI by smail steps about 5 X 105 s-1. since 
ewn if ;L reasonable lit would ktve been obtained. 

there is no physiczd reason to assume that after having 
ste.tdily increased the temperature from !9_5 to 56 I-L 
RI suddenIy assumes a constant v&e tit 56 K and does 
not increase upon fkrtfter increasing the temperature 
(otherwise the Iines quichty become e%tremeIy n&r- 
row)_ Should I sudden change occur in the structure 
of the ciathrate at 56 K, it would h.we been detected 
during the various physical experiments [IS j used to 
study this compound. 

We conchtde th.tt mode1 (a) can be ruled out_ 
(b) For stabte configur&ions C-, or C, ,md an ar- 

bitrary axis one ha 8 inequivaientiy oriented CD 

* it is ofintere5t to emphasize that J sin$e u.trro\I Itne m&t 
br intrrprctcd in a nriskaitng fabion as retkcting isotropic 
rcuricntrttion. z&bou_gii the motwn rut&t bc anisotropic to 
%omc c.\tcnt <SW fis_ I b) or eren At the limit of the “ker) 
.mtiotropic” model (zec fig_ 1~). Tbc main point i?i that a 
complctc lincsbspc .ut.d) sis 0f.m cntirc series of dynamic 
~pccfra is usu.tlIy ncccs~.~y for unambiguous interpretdtion. 
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bonds; a particular choice of the diffusion axis, re- 
lated to molecular symmetry could reduce this num- 

ber to four groups of two. 
In any case, although the spectrum is expected to 

be complex, the features outiined above prevail; the 

doublet spIitting appears as long as the motion is re- 
istivety anisotropic (i-e_ R,/R, is relatitely large) and 

by the time this .misotropy is small enough to wash 
out that splitting, the lines are aIreJdy too ndrro\v to 
fit the experimental spectra_ On this basis, we con- 

sider model (b) 10 be inadequate in explaining the es- 

perimentd rcsuits. 
(c) The process of "ring puckering” c.m be visu.& 

ized 7s ;L “rocking” motion of the CD bond at a cer- 

tdin rate R,. The exxt range of angles 0 spanned by 

this motion is difficult to estimate. akhough the up- 
per limit of the vertex angle of the cone r\ithin which 
each CD bond is moving xi oufd be 36O for the C, con- 
figuration and 24” for the C2 configuration (these val- 
ues were obtained assuming :hrtt the angle between 
the COC plane and the CD bond adjacent to the osy- 
hen is 51’ : 6’ for a perfectly planctr structure_ 90° .md 
ISo for a C, configuration, and 7S” and SO* for ;1 C2 
configur.ition [ 19])_ Iiowever, this upper Emit might 
be increased assuming that t!le “rmg puckermg” is 
associated with J swinging motion of tfie molecuIc 
about its center of mass about an ais perpendicular 
to the pIrtn.tr transition st.tte thus increasing the eff- 
ciency in aver&ng. 

We roughly approximated the dynamic model just 
descrlbcd by taking the mdn diffusion axis LLS lying 
zrIong the principal axis of the quadrupole tensor for 
each C-D bond, and let RI represent the r&e of 
“ring puckering” which leads to the partid averAging 
of each C-D bond axis. \ve did not attempt, in the 

present imilysis, to restrict this a\rerrtging (e.g. to 

lOl< 35”M’ for C, configurations)_ Instead we mere- 

Iy limited the r.mge ofR,to the small values: 5 X 

102 s-1 < R, < 1.6 X 10’ S-I, which guztnteed in- 
complete averaging becwse of the SIOW motion- 

The &it between the theoretical spectra in fig. 2a 
and the experimental spectra in fig. 2b is good and 
significantly better tI1.m for the models considered 
previously. We therefore conclude that while models 
(a) and (b) are inconsistent with esperiment it is pos- 

slbIe that the “ring puckering” process (c) is the pro- 
cess which is affecting the ‘H iv&f R Iineshapes and 
may therefore be the dominant mode of motion for 

the enclrithrated THF-dg molecule*_ 
Of course fkther theoretical analysis including 

better modeling of the ring puckering motion would 

be advisabIe_ A general approach for dealing with re- 
stricted internal modes of motion in terms of ap- 
propriate potential functions for the motion w9s 
briefly outlined in ref. [6] and wouId be the proper 
way to proceed_ Also, the experimental study of the 

dynamic behrtvior of THF-ds could be pursued fur- 
ther. e.g_ by specific deuteration instead of perdeu- 

teration or by specific 13C emichment yielding SMR 

lineshapes to be analyzed JS we have outlined. in the 
present note our n?rtin objective 11~s been to iIIustrate 
the manner in which the theory c.m be used in the 

determinrttion of moleculx conformations and mo- 

tionJ modes. 

We L\ ish to thank Dr_ R-F_ Campbell for his ex- 

tensive hetp with the computer programming. 

f It must be pointed out that ux principle the intrinsic Iine\%idth 
I/r. is m additional free parsmeter IO be wied in the sim- 
ulation procedure. For all the tbeorettc;tl spectra \\e used 
l/T2 = 2-4 hHz obrainrd Iiom rlfid limit simuktions. which 
IS therefore an upper hmtt for this psrancter for 311 motion- 
.dI> affazrcd specrr.~ Thus the m:rink hne~xidrh should 
probably be eren n.uro\\er at higher temperatures smce the 
rxrious reiavtton procases ~dl bccomr more cfiicknt. Con- 
szquently , the doubter resolunon B ould increaw, reinforcing 
our .ug.xmcnt in iaoring model (c) owr both (4 and (b). 
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